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Abstract.

We proposed three swing leg control policies for spring-mass running robots,

inspired by experimental data from our recent collaborative work on ground running

birds. Previous investigations suggest that animals may prioritize injury avoidance

and/or efficiency as their objective function during running rather than maintaining

limit-cycle stability. Therefore, in this study we targeted structural capacity (maximum

leg force to avoid damage) and efficiency as the main goals for our control policies, since

these objective functions are crucial to reduce motor size and structure weight. Each

proposed policy controls the leg angle as a function of time during flight phase such

that its objective function during the subsequent stance phase is regulated. The three

objective functions that are regulated in the control policies are i) the leg peak force,

ii) the axial impulse, and iii) the leg actuator work. It should be noted that each

control policy regulates one single objective function. Surprisingly, all three swing

leg control policies result in nearly identical subsequent stance phase dynamics. This

implies that the implementation of any of the proposed control policies would satisfy

both goals (damage avoidance and efficiency) at once. Furthermore, all three control

policies require a surprisingly simple leg angle adjustment: leg retraction with constant

angular acceleration.
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1. Introduction

We seek to understand the principles of legged locomotion and to implement them on

robots. Recent years have seen remarkable advances in dynamic legged robots, including

Rhex, a rough-terrain hexapod [1, 2], Bigdog, a rough terrain quadruped [3], MABEL,

a biped that can negotiate uneven terrain [4], ATRIAS, a bio-inspired actuated spring-

mass robot [5], and PETMAN, a versatile humanoid biped. These robots highlight

the emerging potential for legged robotic technology; however, none of these machines

can compete with animal performance and efficiency. In natural environments animals

frequently negotiate potholes, steps and obstacles remarkably, while running. Because

we do not yet understand the fundamental principles of locomotion that enable such

performance, we cannot reproduce these behaviors in machines [6]. In this study we seek
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Figure 1. Illustration of experiment setup on the guinea fowl running over a step

down (a), and schematic drawing of the SLIP model (b). The gray areas indicate the

stance phases, and the blue line represents the CoM trajectory [7].

to identify reasonable objective functions animals might care about, and use them to

control a spring-mass running robot. To gain insight into the goals birds may care about

during running, we investigated guinea fowl running data (figure 1) and interpreted the

importance of those goals for real machines.

There are two reasons why we focus on swing leg control: i) The flight phase

determines the landing conditions, which have huge effects on stance dynamics, and ii)

adjusting the leg parameters during flight is very energy efficient because there are no

ground reaction forces to overcome during flight to move the leg. The effect of swing

leg control methods on the dynamics of a spring-mass system has been investigated in

previous literature [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. From a biologist’s perspective, animal running

data reveal that the initial leg loading during stance is very sensitive to its landing

conditions, which are determined by the flight phase [13, 14, 15, 16]. Daley et al [17]

showed that for running guinea fowl, the variation in leg contact angles explains 80% of

the variation in stance impulse after an unexpected pothole. From a roboticist’s point

of view, using a feed-forward control strategy minimizes the need for sensing, which

makes these techniques easy to implement in robots.

Previous theoretical studies of swing leg control suggest a trade-off between

objectives like disturbance rejection, stability, maximum leg force and impact losses.

For example, a constant leg retraction velocity in late swing improves stability in both

quadrupeds [18] and bipeds [10]. Similarly, increasing the leg length in late swing can

improve stability and robustness [11]. Whereas low leg retraction velocities improve the

robustness against variations in terrain height, high leg retraction velocities minimize
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peak forces and improve ground speed matching [19, 20]. Alternatively, a feed-forward

swing leg control policy can be applied to the spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP)

model to maintain steady state running (equilibrium gait), regardless of ground height

changes [21]. While maintaining steady state running results in symmetric trajectories

even in the presence of ground height changes, it also results in high leg forces and

high leg actuator work (electric consumption of the electric motor) during the perturbed

step. Karssen et al [22] determined the optimal swing leg retraction rate that maximizes

disturbance rejection, and minimizes impact losses and foot slipping. They considered

a predefined constant leg retraction rate for running and concluded that there exists

no unique retraction rate that optimizes all goals mentioned above at the same time.

Especially for high forward speeds, a compromise between disturbance rejection and

energy losses is inevitable. Recently, Ernst et al [12] demonstrated how leg stiffness

may affect the self-stability of a running robot. They proposed a control strategy that

updates the leg stiffness based on the fall time or vertical velocity of the center of mass

(CoM).

The equilibrium (symmetric) gait policy is a well-investigated swing leg control

policy for spring-mass robots [21, 12]. This policy ensures that the robot’s CoM

trajectory is symmetric with respect to the vertical axis, which is defined by mid-stance

(touch down and take off conditions are symmetrical). Therefore, on flat ground each

step is identical to the previous step, resulting in a periodic gait pattern. By choosing the

appropriate initial leg angle (touch down leg angle) for each velocity vector v = (vx , vy)T ,

a symmetric gait can be obtained. This policy continuously updates the leg angle based

on the CoM velocity vector during flight such that whenever the leg hits the ground,

a symmetric CoM trajectory is maintained. In the presence of a drop, however, the

required mechanical capacity (leg force for example) can increase drastically, and may

exceed the ultimate leg capacity. Therefore, the equilibrium gait policy may not be a

practical control strategy for spring-mass robots.

Inspired by our findings from a previous study on guinea fowl negotiating a drop

perturbation [7], we propose three candidates for the objective function of the swing

leg control policy. The objective functions are: i) maintaining constant peak force, ii)

maintaining constant leg axial impulse, and iii) maintaining constant leg actuator work.

Each control policy adjusts the leg angle during flight such that its objective function

during the subsequent stance phase is regulated. The first swing leg control policy

ensures that the leg peak force in the following stance phase is the same as the peak

force of the previous step. The second policy keeps the axial impulse of the upcoming

passive stance phase the same as the axial impulse of the previous step. The last

control policy focuses on economy by maintaining constant electrical work to keep the

motor, which is in series with the spring, locked (providing zero mechanical work and

thus a conservative passive stance phase). In this case the actuator requires the same

electric energy for the drop step and flat ground. We compare these control policies

with equilibrium gait policy and against each other.

The results show that the equilibrium gait policy requires more energy and leg force
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capacity than the proposed control policies. For economically designed robots that are

operating at (or close to) their maximum mechanical capacity, any drop in the ground

may cause damage, or the robot could even fall if the motors are not strong enough.

Moreover, it turns out that with a simple swing leg control policy, retracting the leg with

constant angular acceleration, both goals (optimizing mechanical demand and energy

efficiency) could be met at once.

2. Bioinspiration

We are inspired by the robust and efficient running of animals. Guinea fowl, for example,

locomote highly agile, robust and efficient in natural environments (uneven terrain). We

want to identify control policies that make running legged robots perform as proficiently

as animals like guinea fowl.

Our strategy is to exploit results from experiments that have been conducted by

Blum et al [7] on guinea fowl negotiating a drop perturbation, and hypothesize policies

these birds may follow during running. The experimental setup they used is shown in

figure 1.

The results suggest that the leg touch-down angle may be the main parameter that

guinea fowl control during flight phase. Furthermore, force data show that leg peak

forces and axial impulses are nearly constant during level running and in the presence

of a drop [7].

3. Methods

3.1. Model

We consider the spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) [23, 24], because the passive

model of the spring-mass robot is similar to the SLIP model. The SLIP model is a

well-known template for studying legged locomotion [25]. This model is based on the

ubiquitous center of mass trajectory that animals have during running. Both humans

and birds can deviate from SLIP dynamics for very large disturbances; yet, numerous

studies [26, 27, 13, 9, 11, 28, 29] have investigated human locomotion in response to

terrain perturbations and found that humans follow SLIP like behavior for a range of

disturbances. It should be noted that animals and actual spring-mass running robots

have leg actuators in series with a spring (figure 2) to compensate for the energy loss

due to friction and impacts. However, the mechanical energy generated/dissipated by

the motor is low, and thus the system can be accounted as a passive conservative SLIP

model. Because the model is passive during stance phase we do not need the leg motor

in our simulation, but its existence can not be ignored. Therefore, we keep the leg motor

locked (zero mechanical work) to have a conservative system (SLIP-like) and consider a

criteria for the required electric energy.

During flight phase of running the CoM describes a ballistic curve, determined

by the gravitational force. Therefore, the only leg parameters that can be controlled
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Figure 2. left: The model of the robot with the leg motor. The reason of the leg

motor existence is to add energy into the system when some energy is lost due to

impact or friction. Here, this motor is kept locked (zero mechanical energy) to provide

the equivalent conservative SLIP model that is shown in the right.

during the flight phase are the landing conditions for the upcoming stance phase. The

transition from flight to stance occurs when the landing condition y = L0 sin(θ
TD

) is

fulfilled. During stance phase the equation of motion for a passive SLIP model is given

by

mr̈ = k
Leg

(
L0

r
− 1

)
r −mg,

with r = (x, y)T being the position of the point mass with respect to the foot point,

r its absolute value and g = (0, g)T the gravitational acceleration, with g = 9.81 m/s2.

Take off occurs when the spring deflection returns to zero. The system is energetically

conservative and due to the massless leg there are no impact or friction losses in the

system.

The model was implemented in Matlab (R2012a, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA,

USA). To accomplish the simulations, following properties for the robot (table 1) were

assumed.

Table 1. Properties of the spring-mass robot

Parameter Description Value

m robot mass 38.0kg

kleg leg spring stiffness 3900N
m

v0x initial horizontal velocity 3.5m
s

h0 initial CoM height 57cm

δgnd ground disturbance −10cm

3.2. Proposed control Strategies

Inspired by the running behavior of birds mentioned in section 2, we propose three

swing leg control policies. We focus on flight phase control policies because, contrary to
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stance control, we can theoretically do no work and still control the gait. Therefore, the

controllers are economically efficient. Leg angle during flight is the only parameter that

is changed in all three proposed control policies. Each policy controls the trajectory

of the leg angle as a function of time θ(t) (or vertical velocity) such that its objective

function is regulated in the upcoming passive stance phase. The objective function for

each policy is i) the leg peak force, ii) the axial impulse, or iii) the leg actuator electric

work. Therefore, each control policy adjusts the leg angle during flight at each instant

to keep its objective function the same as in the previous step. When there is no ground

height disturbance (level running), all control policies result in equilibrium gait.

We assume that our model has no information about the location and the size of

the drop perturbation, and the leg angle is adjusted continuously starting at the instant

of the expected touch down in anticipation of ground contact. Therefore, on flat ground,

equilibrium gait is obtained. In the presence of a drop, however, the leg angle is adjusted

at each instant such that the objective function is regulated in the subsequent stance

phase. It should be noted that no control is applied during stance, which is purely

passive.

3.2.1. Constant peak force policy The first proposed control strategy is to regulate the

peak force during running. The constant leg peak force control policy adjusts the leg

angle during flight such that the resulting leg peak force during stance of any drop step

remains the same as for level running. This control policy allows for running robots

to operate at their maximum capacity on even terrain and relinquishes the need to

reserve some of the mechanical capacity, motor torque and structural strength for the

drop step, and hence yields to lighter and more efficient robots. Experimental data

show that running birds maintain nearly constant peak forces during running and in

the presence of a drop ([7]). It should be noted that the controller does not need any

information about the size and location of the drop (minimal sensing), since the leg

angle is adjusted continuously during the flight phase such that the leg peak force gets

regulated.

In the presence of a drop, the leg angle retracts towards the ground. Contrary to

equilibrium gait policy, as indicated in appendix 7, constant peak force policy always

retracts the leg to fulfill its objective function. This behavior helps to reach the ground

sooner and hence prevents the vertical velocity from increasing further. The reason that

the leg is retracted before hitting the ground in this control policy is as follows: As

the robot falls, the vertical velocity of the CoM increases and consequently the velocity

vector rotates towards the leg. To avoid an increase of the peak force, the angle between

the velocity vector and the leg direction needs to be increased. To increase this angle,

the leg has to be retracted even faster than the rotation of the velocity vector towards

the leg.

3.2.2. Constant axial impulse policy The axial impulse is another objective function

that we propose to be regulated during running. We chose the axial impulse, because
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this function considers both leg force and leg work at the same time (our two goals),

maintains consistent energy storage in the spring, and is also able to reproduce the

observed animal behavior. The constant leg impulse control policy provides the same

axial impulse for the drop step as during level running by adjusting the leg angle during

flight. This control policy - like the constant peak force control policy - retracts the leg

at the presence of a drop perturbation, regulating the axial impulse to be the same as

during level running.

The mathematical formula for the axial impulse is:

I =

∫ ts

0

F dt,

where, F is the force in leg direction and ts the stance time.

3.2.3. Constant leg work policy Our third proposed control policy, constant leg work

policy, directly targets the efficiency of the system. The motivation for this objective

function comes from observation from animals running on natural environment and still

they are very efficient.

It should be noted that the connection of muscles and tendons in animals is similar

to the connection of a motor in series with a leg spring for running robots. Although

the whole system remains energetically conservative and the generated/dissipated

mechanical work is zero, the leg actuator requires electric energy to hold a fixed position.

To regulate the electric work for this control policy in the drop step, the leg angle is

adjusted such that the electric energy of the leg actuator is the same as for level running.

The consumed electric energy to keep the motor locked during the stance phase is the

integral of the power over time

EW =

∫ ts

0

‖P‖ dt

Since the power in the electric motors is equal to P = V · I, and V = R · I, by

considering the relation between the torque and current in electric motors, the required

electric energy can be obtained. It should be noted that from the robotics point of view,

when negative mechanical work is generated, it should be treated differently because of

the energy loss in the system. Since in this study the leg motor is kept locked during

the stance phase, no negative work is produced. Therefore the consumed electrical en-

ergy is proportional to the integral of the torque squared over stance time. We use this

integral as the criteria for the actuator electric work. The mathematical formula for this

criteria is defined as the following function which has been used as the cost function for

optimization problems in other studies [30, 31, 32]:

W =

∫ ts

0

F 2 dt

Here, W is the work criteria that is proportional to the consumed electric energy

to keep the leg motor locked. The leg force is shown by F and the stance time is ts.
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This control policy that regulated the actuator electric energy- like the two previous

control policies - retracts the leg in the presence of a drop to keep the leg actuator work

constant and consequently, like before, the leg reaches the ground sooner because of the

steeper leg angle at the time of the touch-down. It should be noted that the required

energy for the swing leg is not significant because the SLIP model has a massless leg

(and hence the robots that are designed based on this model have very light legs and

the motors to move these light legs have small inertias), and consequently no force and

energy are needed for the leg rotation (or very small for real world robots).

4. Results

In this section we investigate, in simulation, the success of the control policies in the

presence of a hidden drop step, and then compare the three proposed control policies

against the equilibrium gait policy (see Appendix) and against each other. Since the

system follows its passive dynamics during stance, the difference in the behavior of the

system for each policy comes only from the different touch-down angles.

As figure 3 shows, the overall shape of the CoM trajectories during the drop step

are very similar for the three proposed control policies and clearly different from the

equilibrium gait policy. In this figure the CoM trajectories of the step before the drop

and the drop step itself are shown. Because the robot does not have any information

about the disturbed step, the step before the drop is the identical to level running. All

three control policies could successfully pass the drop step, and the robot did not fall.

The constant force control policy causes the model to touch the ground slightly sooner

than the other two policies, and hence results in a a lower CoM height and less vertical

velocity.

The CoM trajectories in figure 3 imply that the robot accelerates horizontally in the

drop step for all three of the proposed control policies, while for equilibrium gait policy

the robot maintains the same forward speed as before. It should be noted that, although

part of the potential energy of the system is redirected into horizontal kinetic energy,

since the velocity contributes quadratically to kinetic energy, the resulting horizontal

velocity after take-off does not increase drastically..

The leg force profiles are shown in figure 4. The leg peak force in the drop step

for equilibrium gait policy increases by 45% compared to level running, while for the

proposed control policies it remains nearly constant. For both constant impulse and

constant work policy, the leg peak force increases slightly.

The axial impulse decreases slightly in the drop step for both constant peak force

and constant actuator work policy (figure 5), but increases by 60% for equilibrium gait

policy.

Figure 6 compares the efficiency of the control polices based on required electric

energy. The constant axial impulse policy requires 7% more electric work for the drop

step than during level running, while the constant peak force policy needs the least

electric energy in the drop step (about 5% less than during level running). Whereas the
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Figure 3. CoM trajectories of the robot subjected to the three proposed control

policies and equilibrium gait control policy. For the proposed control policies the

height of the CoM is lower at take-off respect to touch-down and equilibrium which

implies that the system would have higher forward speed at take-off. This is the same

behavior that we observe from animals.
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Figure 4. Axial force profiles for the three proposed control policies and the

equilibrium gait control policy and undisturbed situation. The peak force in

equilibrium gait control policy increases about %45 respect to the undisturbed peak

force. The beginning of the force profiles show that the equilibrium gait policy reaches

the ground the last.
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Figure 5. Axial impulse in the leg during the stance phase for level ground and drop

step. The axial impulse for drop step with equilibrium gait control policy is much

higher than the level running. For the constant peak force and constant work policies,

the axial impulse in drop step decreases a little bit respect to the level running.

proposed control policies require nearly the same amount of electric energy in the drop

step as during level running, the required electric energy for the equilibrium gait policy

in the drop step is more than 200% of what is required for level running.

Figure 7 shows that the general behavior of the system with the proposed control

policies is consistent for different leg stiffness and drop heights. The system can recover
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Figure 6. Actuator electric work criteria to keep the motor locked during the stance

phase. The required work for drop step with equilibrium gait control policy is much

higher than the level running (more than 2 times), but the required electric work with

constant peak force control policy is nearly the same as level running.

from higher drop heights when the leg stiffness is greater, which means the robustness

of the system increases for these control policies with increasing the leg stiffness. For

the peak force control policy, as an example, the CoM trajectory trends of the system

for different drop heights are shown in figure 8.
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Figure 7. The effect of the leg stiffness and drop height on the behavior of the sys-

tem with the proposed control policies. The behavior of the system is consistent for

different leg stiffness and drop heights.

A comparison of the touch-down angles for each control policy is shown in figure 9.

This figure qualitatively illustrates how the control policies choose leg angles through a

range of vertical velocities. In this figure the proposed control policies are depicted in the

peak force, impulse and leg work contour lines. Moving along each contour line means

following the corresponding control policy. During level running, all three proposed

control policies and the equilibrium gait policy exhibit the same behavior, illustrated

by the gray big circle in the figure. The small colored circles show the touch down

conditions of the robot following each of the control policies in the drop step. As the
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vertical velocity increases, the contour lines diverge from each other, which implies a

more different behavior of the system for each control policy in larger drops.
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Figure 9. Contour lines for leg peak force (red), axial impulse(blue) and leg actuator

electric work(green). The big gray circle shows the level running touch down condition

and the small colored circles show the touch down angle at the drop step following each

of the control policies. Since the contour lines are close to linear respect to vertical

velocity (or time), a constant angular rate for the leg retraction would be a good

approximation for the policies.

The shapes of the contour lines in figure 9 are nearly linear for small changes in

vertical velocity. To study the shape of the contour lines further, we focus on only on

the peak force contour lines, shown in figure 10. This figure shows the desired leg angle

trajectory, which is a peak force contour line, and two fits (linear and quadratic function)

for the desired leg angle trajectory. The linear fit of the desired leg angle trajectory drifts

along the desired curve, and this drift gets smaller with increasing forward speed. The

quadratic function, however, is an excellent fit for the leg angle trajectory.
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Figure 10. Desired and fit functions for the leg angle trajectory subjected to the

constant peak force policy. The blue dashed lines are the desired leg angle trajectory

and the green solid lines and red solid lines are linear and quadratic fit respectively.

The constant angular acceleration fits the exact desired trajectory very well. As the

forward speed increases, the constant retraction rate approaches the exact desired

trajectory. The value for the retraction rate can be obtained from the slope of the

contour lines.

5. Discussion

All three proposed control policies produce nearly identical leg angle trajectories, are

clearly distinct from the equilibrium gait policy [21, 12], and successfully negotiate the

drop step while achieving their specific objectives. The policies were hypothesized based

on their relation to pragmatic locomotion goals such as safety and energy efficiency.

They are mathematically related, and as such might be expected to generate similar

behaviors; however, the spring-mass model can be sensitive to small policy changes, so

it was unclear how they would relate to one another and the equilibrium gait when im-

plemented. These results show that a single policy achieves both pragmatic locomotion

goals of safety and efficiency at the same time.

Results show that the actuators require much more electrical energy in the drop

step to maintain equilibrium gait than by using one of the proposed control policies. The

45% increase of the leg force may lead to serious structural damage to the leg, and even

if the structure of the leg can sustain this new force, the motors and electronics may not

be able to provide that much force and hence lead to falling. For the proposed control

policies, on the other hand, the internal demands remain nearly the same as before. For

example, the leg peak force increases only slightly (about 2 − 3%) for both constant

impulse and constant work policy, and, of course, remains constant for the constant

peak force policy. It should be noted that the electric energy that we consider here is

to keep the leg motor locked and is due to the resistance of the electric motor. When

there is need to do some mechanical work during the stance (which is not considered in

this study), that work should be added to the resistance electric work.
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The asymmetric shapes of the CoM trajectories resulting from the proposed control

policies during the drop step imply that the robot accelerates horizontally in the drop

step for all three proposed control policies. This is consistent with the behavior that

animals show in the drop step [7]. However, with the equilibrium gait policy, the

robot maintains the same forward speed during running. The increase of the horizontal

velocity in the drop step for the proposed control policies is due to the conversion of

potential energy (of the drop height) into kinetic energy. Since the velocity contributes

quadratically to the kinetic energy, the resulting horizontal velocity does not increase

significantly, especially for high forward speeds. For example, if the initial forward speed

is 5m/s, after redirecting the added potential energy from falling into a 20cm drop into

horizontal velocity, the resultant forward speed will be 5.4m/s. This means the forward

speed increases only by 8% after falling from 20cm height.

In this study, we focused on the mechanical and electrical limitations of the

actuators that facilitate the control policies. Other preferred requirements like the next

stride apex height and apex horizontal velocity are of second priority for the control

policies and can be determined similar to the dead-beat control strategies [33, 21], or

the Raibert controller [34].

Since the contour lines in the leg angle (θ) - fall time (t) plane (figure 9) are nearly

linear, retracting the leg with a constant angular velocity, determined by the average

slope of the contour lines, would be a simple implementation. The value for the leg

retraction rate agrees with Karssen et al [22]. Further investigation of the contour lines

reveals that leg retraction with a constant angular acceleration is a more accurate fit

for the swing leg trajectory, but for high forward speeds (> 6m/s), the angular leg

trajectory with constant angular velocity is close enough. To cover all speeds, however,

the constant angular acceleration fit is the better choice.

The objective functions that we chose for the policies are of great technical

importance from a roboticist’s point of view. We tried to find an exact map that

regulates our objective functions, but surprisingly the map function happened to be

simply a constant leg angular acceleration. For short flight times (falling from small

drop heights), constant leg angular velocity is a good approximation for this map. The

outcomes agree with what Karssen et al [22] found for the optimal swing leg retraction

rate when the peak force is considered as the objective function. But contrary to their

work, we did not limit our policy to a constant leg retraction rate.

The difference between the proposed control policies and the equilibrium gait policy

increases as the forward speed increases. To provide steady state running for high

forward speeds, using an equilibrium gait controller, the leg should protract in the

falling half of the flight phase (see Appendix), but for all three proposed control policies

the leg is retracted to reach the ground. The leg protraction in the equilibrium gait

policy postpones the instant of touch-down and consequently increases the difference of

the proposed control policies and the equilibrium gait policy. Karssen et al [22] also

reported that the difference between optimal swing leg retraction rate for disturbance

rejection and other objective functions (including the leg peak force) increases with
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increasing forward speed.

The desired leg angle trajectory for each of the proposed control policies is different

with the two-phase constant leg retraction rate in the clock-driven model that was

proposed for robots like RHex [1] [2] [35]. In each of our proposed control policies, as

well as in the clock-driven model, after the time of the expected touch-down, the leg

trajectory follows a different trajectory function. However, in the policies proposed here,

instead of a constant retraction rate, a constant angular acceleration is applied to the

leg. More importantly, contrary to the clock-driven method, the leg control stops at

the beginning of stance phase (the three proposed control policies are purely passive in

stance phase). The clock-driven method is a simple bio-inspired technique, but it does

not consider the structural or electrical capacity of the leg, and may therefore lead to

failure during stance.

By using a new type of return map, the proposed control policies and their

limitations can be depicted visually. In this new type of return map, contrary to return

maps with constant mechanical energy [9, 12] (figure 11-a), the horizontal velocity is

kept constant (figure 11-b). In a return map with constant energy, any change in the

ground level alters the energy of the system and therefore, flight phase control policies

with varying ground level can not be depicted on the map (figure 11-a). In the return

map that we use here, instead of the mechanical energy, the horizontal velocity is kept

constant (figure 11-b). The key difference of these two return maps is: the axes in

the return map with constant mechanical energy represent the apex heights relative to

the original ground level, but in the return map with constant forward speed, the two

axes are the apex heights relative to the upcoming stance phase ground level. In figure

(11-b), yi represents the apex height relative to the upcoming stance phase. Therefore,

any change in ground height is interpreted as the change in yi (for example, if there is

a 10cm drop step, the apex height increases by 10cm). The vertical axis of this graph

(yi+1) is the apex height relative to the upcoming stance ground level.

When the constant peak force control policy is implemented, the leg angle is

adjusted such that its return map is parallel to the axial peak force contour lines. Using

the constant forward speed for this map allows us to interpret the change of the ground

level as a change in the apex height. Therefore, contrary to the conventional return

map [9, 12], we do not need to change the graph. For example, if the apex height for

steady state running is 57cm then the peak force would be 1000N . Now, we assume the

drop height is 10cm; therefore, the apex height including the drop step would be 67cm.

To follow the constant peak force policy, the leg angle should be set to θ = 121◦ at the

moment of touch-down, and the passive dynamics of the system will result in the same

axial peak force as before (1000N). It should be noted that there is no need to know

the ground level in advance, since the leg angle is continuously being updated expecting

to reach the ground any moment. To achieve steady state running (equilibrium gait),

the controller should follow the 45◦ line, which requires the touch down angle to be

about θ = 129◦. Consequently, the peak force in the leg increases to about 1350N

(35% increase). We also notice that although the constant peak force policy prevents
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Figure 11. Return map with constant mechanical energy ([9, 12]) (a) and return map

with constant horizontal velocity (b). There are two sets of contour lines: leg angle

(θ) contour lines [Degree] are in blue and axial peak force contour lines [N] are in red.

the peak force from increasing, it has a limit for the maximum drop height that can be

handled by this control policy. For example, to keep the peak force equal to 1000N ,

the maximum drop height is 10cm (the end of the 1000N contour line). This implies

that for deeper drops, the peak force has to increase to prevent the robot from falling

or additional control inputs are required, such as a change in leg length.

Because of the negative slope of the force contour lines in the return map, the

next apex height decreases with increasing drop height. This implies that the system

gains horizontal velocity due to the transformation of potential energy into kinetic

energy. This behavior is confirmed by simulations and can also be observed in animal

experiments [7]. We know that for a successful running gait, the subsequent apex height

is an important factor that also needs to be considered. The subsequent apex height

after the drop step should be greater than a predefined threshold, and the flight phase

should be long enough to allow the leg to be placed on the ground for the next stride.

Therefore, based on the geometry of the leg, the negotiable drop height is limited by

the controller. However, if the controller was allowed to change the leg length of the

subsequent step, another option would be to continue running with a shorter leg length.

For all these cases, the return map with constant horizontal velocity visualizes the

limitations and can help designing an appropriate scenario for the control policy.

The findings of the return map that we presented for constant peak force policy,

can be easily extended to axial impulse or leg work. In these cases, only the peak force

contour lines in figure 11 would change to the impulse or leg work contour lines in the

range of 175N.S to 300N.S, and 135000N2.S to 350000N2.S, respectively. The overall

shape of the impulse/leg work contour lines are similar to the peak force contour lines

in figure 11.
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It should be remembered that all three proposed control policies adjust the leg

angle during flight, and the system is assumed to be conservative. Therefore, to continue

running on ground with a permanent drop step, the robot should dissipate the gained

kinetic energy. In this case, a stance phase control would be required to bring the

robot back to the preferred forward speed, or the robot would continue with a higher

horizontal velocity. A simple and bio-inspired stance phase technique that was proposed

by Schmitt et al [36] and investigated more by [37] and [38] could be used to dissipate

the gained energy. Since the energy that requires dissipation is only that due to the

drop perturbation, the cost of dissipating this energy in subsequent steps is the same

across all control policies compared. If the energy were dissipated within the perturbed

step, this could lead to different energetics for different policies that require energy dis-

sipation while meeting other mechanical objectives. The equilibrium gait policy requires

high force, and the proposed control policies have relatively short stance periods, and

these factors could influence the cost of dissipation depending on motor/muscle charac-

teristics. By allowing the energy dissipation to occur in subsequent steps following the

perturbation, the energy can be dissipated in the energetically optimal period of stance.

5.1. Stability analysis of the proposed control policies

In this section, we investigate the stability of the proposed control policies and compare

them with the stability of the equilibrium gait policy. To give this comparison, we use

the return map with constant energy level (figure 11) in more details for each case.

More information about the return map with constant energy was presented earlier and

can be found in [9, 10, 12]. For the conservative SLIP model, since the energy level

is constant, the only variable of the system would be the apex height at each stride.

Therefore, the perturbations in stability analysis are applied to the apex height while

the whole energy of the system is kept constant. For more details about the stability

analysis of the SLIP model running refer to [9, 11, 12, 39].

We first start with investigating the stability of the equilibrium gait policy. Figure

12 shows how the perturbation in the apex height changes the location of the states

on the return map. The equilibrium gait policy controls the states to move along the

45 degree line to always have a symmetric trajectory. For example, if the level ground

running is shown by point A in figure 12, after the perturbation, the system would be

on state B along the 45 degree line. Since this policy always keeps the states on the 45

degree line, the next state has the same apex height as the perturbed state which implies

neutral stability. Figure 13 shows the CoM trajectory of the perturbed and unperturbed

systems with this control policy. Because of the neutral stability of the equilibrium gait

policy, the perturbations do not vanish and the system continues running in the new

symmetric trajectory.

Figure 14 shows the stability of the proposed control policies (constant peak force

policy for example). Like before, we assume the system is running on the level ground at

state A. After the perturbation, the apex height goes to state B1 which has the same leg
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peak force (it moves along the peak force contour lines). For the next step, the system

goes to state B2 to keep the leg peak force constant and then returns back to state B1

and so on. The CoM trajectory of the system in this case is shown in figure 15. In this

case, the CoM trajectory is periodic in two steps instead of one step in equilibrium gait

policy and like equilibrium gait policy it has neutral stability.

Due to the negative slope of the leg peak force contour lines, the next apex height

after the drop step is lower than the drop step apex height. It implies that after the

drop step the system can continue in a new equilibrium gait with a lower leg peak force,

impulse and leg work. The return map in this case is shown in figure 16. After the

perturbation, the system goes from state A (ground level running) to state B1 along the

contour lines to retain the leg peak force. For the next step, the system can converge to

state B (on the 45 degree line) which is an equilibrium state with lower leg peak force.

The CoM trajectory of the system in this case is more compatible with the animals

data encountering drop step perturbation. The CoM trajectory of the system under

drop step-like perturbation (increased apex height) is shown in figure 17.

When the perturbation is like a step-up obstacle, the perturbed apex height is
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B.

smaller than the level running, thus the peak leg forces are lower, and the resulting new

equilibrium gait will satisfy peak force limits.

In summary, the proposed control policies, like equilibrium gait policy, converge

to new CoM trajectory after the disturbance. When they are used with equilibrium

gait policy for after the drop step, the system will continue with a new symmetric CoM
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trajectory. Assuming the robot keeps the gained energy level, the robot will continue

running with a higher forward speed.

6. Conclusion and future work

Three flight phase control policies inspired by animal data, but suitable for machines,

were proposed and implemented to the model of a spring-mass running robot. The

control policies regulate their objective functions that target the mechanical/amperage

limitation and electrical efficiency of the system. By using either of these bio-inspired

control policies, the safety and efficiency of the robot during running is guaranteed,

while their implementation is very easy with minimal sensing requirements.

All three proposed control policies (constant peak force, constant axial impulse

and constant leg actuator electric work) successfully negotiated the drop step, and

surprisingly resulted in similar behavior of the spring-mass robot. Therefore, by

implementing either of these proposed control policies, both goals, damage avoidance

and efficiency, would be satisfied.

We showed that a simple leg angular acceleration during the flight phase keeps

running safe (avoiding the damage) and efficient. If the drop height is less than 10% of

the leg length, a constant leg angular velocity (constant leg retraction rate) would lead to

similar results. The value of the leg retraction rate (leg angular velocity) can be derived

from the slopes of the leg peak force contour lines in the leg angle-falling time plane. It

should be noted that implementing these policies is very easy because the constant an-

gular acceleration for the leg can be provided by constant motor torque (T = I · θ̈) and

since the relation between the motor torque and current is linear, therefore providing a

constant current places the toe at the right location at each instant.

For future work we plan to implement these policies on our robot ATRIAS. We

found that the amperage limitation is a big concern for electrically actuated spring-

mass robots like ATRIAS, and therefore, we will start with the constant leg peak force

policy.
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7. Appendix: Equilibrium gait policy

The equilibrium gait policy ensures that the robot has symmetric CoM trajectories

during stance with respect to the vertical axis defined by mid-stance (i.e. touch down

and take off conditions are symmetrical). To result in symmetric gait for high forward

speeds in the presence of a drop, the leg should protract as the CoM falls in the drop

(figure 18). This protraction opens more room between the toe and the ground, and
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consequently leads to higher vertical velocity at the time of touch down. Figure 18

shows the leg angle trajectory with respect to falling time for different forward speeds

that results in equilibrium gait. For low horizontal velocities, the leg angle function is

monotonically decreasing, meaning that the leg should be retracted after apex. For high

forward speeds (here vx > 3) the robot should protract the leg in the beginning, and then

(after gaining some downward velocity, and if it did not yet touch the ground) should

start retracting the leg to provide the appropriate leg angle for equilibrium gait. For

human-scale spring-mass running robots, high downward velocity (here more than about

2 m/s, which corresponds to a drop height of about 30% leg length) is not common to

be rejected blindly. Therefore, for small to medium drops, the leg would have monotonic

behavior. This is interpreted as retraction for low forward speeds, and protraction for

high forward speeds as the robot falls.

Karssen et al [22] also concluded that for high horizontal velocities, the trade-off

between disturbance rejection, energy loss, and foot slipping increases. On the one

hand side, the leg should be protracted the reject disturbances, but on the other hand,

the leg should be retracted to reduce impacts and prevent foot slipping. Moreover,

as the robot falls, the protraction increases the distance between the toe and the

ground and postpones the contact moment, meantime the vertical velocity increases,

and consequently the leg peak force and axial impulse increase even more.
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Figure 18. The required leg angle trajectory for equilibrium gait policy. For low

horizontal velocities, the leg should be retracted as it falls. For high forward speeds

(here about vx > 3m/s) the robot should protract the leg in the beginning and

then it should start retracting the leg. The shaded area corresponds to deep drops

(disturbances more than about 30% of the leg length that is not very common for

legged robots to reject blindly.


